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The notions of ultimate stabilizability and asymptotical stabilizability by (local) 
feedback strategies for nonlinear large-scale systems are introduced. Under some 
structural conditions on the interconnected subsystems, we obtain the ultimate 
stabilizability and the asymptotical stabilizability of the system by (local) feedback 
strategies. c 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider a nonlinear large-scale system S = { Sj 1 1 d i < N} composed 
of N interconnected subsystems Sj of the form 
si: i;(f) =./-it, z,(r), 4th t’i(t)) + g;(r, z(t)), l<idN, (1.1) 
where, zi E t!P is the state of Si, U,E U, G Rp’ is the control of 
Si, USE F’;G [WY1 is the uncertainty parameter of S,, z = (z:,..., z~)~E R”, 
n = c,“_, n,, u = (UT,..., u;)‘E RP, p =Cf!=, pi, u = (UT, . . . . u;t) TE [WY, 
q = Cy! 1 qi. The subsystems are interconnected bacause of the appearance 
of the terms gi( t, z(t), u(t)), 1 $ i < N. 
The purpose of this paper is to find a “feedback control” U, such that, 
under certain conditions, the system S is so-called ultimately stable (see 
Section 3 for definition) or asymptotically stable. The interesting point is 
that we are looking for a “control” u = (u, , . . . . u,), such that the ith block 
ui of u only depends on the state zi of ith subsystem. Because the intercon- 
nected term g,(t, z, u) could be large for Ilz,ll large, j # i, some difftculties 
arise. By modifying the ideal we used in [9] and imposing some struc- 
tural conditions on the system S, we obtain the so-called L-ultimate 
stabilizability and some asymptotic stabilizabilities of the system. 
The notion of ultimate stabilizability is related to the so-called practical 
stabilizability. The practical stabilizability of S with fi being linear in zi, for 
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1 d i < N, was considered in [4]. For relevant works on uncertain dynamic 
systems, we refer the reader to [ 1, 2, 5, 6, 71, for example, and the 
literature cited therein. Also, the problem is related to differential games 
(see, [lo, ll]), For large-scale systems, see [S]. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we give some 
preliminaries. We introduce and study some auxiliary functions. In 
Section 3, we discuss the ultimate stabilizability of the system. In Section 4, 
we study the asymptotic stabilizability of the system. Finally, we present an 
illustrative example in Section 5. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Throughout this paper, we let I= { 1, 2, . . . . N}, and zie lfP, nip [WPJ, 
v, E W’, Ui c Rpi, V; E R”‘, i E I ; 
z = (ZT,..., z;)TE R”, 
u = (UT,..., U;)% RP, PC f Pi9 
i= 1 
N 
v = (VT, . ..) v;ye [WY, 4= c 4iF 
i=l 
iJ=u1x ... XU,ERP, v=v,x ..’ XVNSW. 
For simplicity, we assume throughout the paper that all Ui and Vi are 
compact. Now, let us make some standard assumptions. 
(Al ) For each i E Z, f,: [0, cc ) x KY1 x Ui --P Iw”l is continuous, 
fj( c, O9 ui, ui) E O, Q(t, ui, UJE [O, 03)x u,x vi. (2.1) 
Also, there exists an mi( .)EL,‘,,[O, co), such that 
Ilfi(rY zj, ui, Vi) -f;:Cr, ii, uj, vi)ll G mi(t) lIzi - iill9 
V(t, ui, Vi)E [O, co)x u,x vi, Zi,SiEFP. (2.2) 
(A2) For each in Z, gi: [0, co) x Iw” x V --) UP is continuous, and 
there exists a ki( .) E LzCIO, CD), such that 
II giCr, z, v, - gj(t, f, v)ll G ki(t) Ilz -ill, v(t,V)E[O,cO)xV, Z,fER”. 
(2.3) 
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Remark 2.1. If we denote 
i 
fit6 ZI, Ulr u,) + sl(c z> u) 
f(r, z, u, u) = 
f/d4 zlv, UN, UN) + gd4 z> 
1 
3 
u) 
then, one has 
llf(4 z, u, u) -A4 2, 4 u)ll d K(t) lb - fll, 
for all (t, u u) E [0, a3 ) x U x V, z, i E R”, where 
K(t)= 2 [mi(t) + k,(t)] E L~,,[O, 00). 
i= 1 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
Then, by [9], we see that for any 0 d a < b < +co, any 
u(~)E%[a,b)r(u:[a,h)-+U[uismeasurable}, 
u(.)EY*[a,b)= {u: [a,b)-+ V(uismeasurable), 
and any Z,,E KY, the system S, 
i(t) =f(c 4th u(t), u(t)), (2.6) 
has a unique global solution z(t) on [a, 6) with z(a) = zO. 
To make some structural assumptions on S, we need the following 
(A3) For each in Z, there exist a C’ function Qi: [0, co) x W --+ 
[0, co), continuous, strictly increasing functions ai, pi: [O, co) + [0, oo), 
and a function ki( .)EL$~[O, co), such that 
ai = P,(O) = 0, 
lim ai( lim Pi(r)= +co, 
r-‘x r-2 
ai(llzil/ 1 d Qi(4 zi) 6 Bi(llz,ll ), t/z; E RP, 
Then, for each ic I, we define 
fi(f, zi) 4 2 (t, z,) + inf sup 3 (t, zi)fi(t, z,, ui, vi) 
u,E~rV,E~, azi 
bi(t, Z) 4 SUP VE v z try zi) gitt, z, u). 
I 
Now, let us give some structural conditions on the system S. 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
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(A4) The functions fi(t, zi) and di(t, z) are continuous in their 
arguments, and there exists a continuous function CLI : [0, co) + [O, co), 
o(O)=O, such that for each FEZ, 
II&f9 z,) -a3 j,)ll d MIIZ, - iill 1, (2.13) 
II i,(h z) - 2;(4 j)ll ,< w( llz - ill 1, (2.14) 
for all f > 0, z, f E IV. 
(A5) There exists a constant 0 > 0, such that for each in I and any 
L>O, 
lim sup {.fJt, zi) + t,(f, z)) G -8. (2.15) 
l/z,/'-2 f>o.I/-,lI~L,/#l 
(A5’) There exist a constant 8> 0 and continuous, nondecreasing 
functions gi: [0, co) -+ [0, co), such that for each i E Z, 
lim sup {fi(t, Zi) + gi(tq Z)} d -8. (2.16) 
L-a ~~O.ll~,ll~~,~L~,lI~,lI~L.j+i 
(A5”) There exist a constant 8 > 0 and pi > 0, C;“=, pi = 1, such that 
lim f pi[J(f, Zj) + gj(t, Z)] ,< -8, 
/Ii/l - 5 ,= , 
(2.17) 
uniformly in t B 0. 
We see that (A5) and (A5’) are local structural conditions on S (mean- 
ing that the conditions are imposed for each Sj individually), while (AS”) is 
a global structural condition on S. Also, we see that (A5’) is a little 
stronger than (A5). 
Next, we introduce some auxiliary functions. For each ic Z, and R, L 2 0, 
we define 
Ki(R, L) & SUp(LA(t, pi) + gi(t, Z) ( Zi E M,(Ry L), 2 > O}, (2.18) 
where, M,(R, L) 4 {ZE R”I ljzill > R, 1jz,1/ d L, j,<i}. It is clear that 
K,(R, L) is nonincreasing in R and nondecreasing in L. We further have the 
following 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let (A4) hold. Then, for each i E Z, K,(R, L) is upper 
semicontinuous in R and in L. 
Proof: Since K,(R, L) is nonincreasing in R, thus, to prove the upper 
semi-continuity of K,(R, L) in R, it is enough to prove the left-continuity of 
K,(R, L) in R. To this end, let us take a sequence Rk < R”, Rk + R”. 
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Without loss of generality, we assume that Ki(Rk, L) > Ki(Ro, L), for all k. 
This implies that 
~i(R~,L)~sup{~i(t,z,)+g,(t,z)~zEM,(Rk,L),t~O} 
= sup(f;(t, ZJ + gi(t, z) 1 z E M;(Rk, L)\M,(RO, JY), t >O}. (2.19) 
Hence, for any E > 0, there exist tk >, 0, zk E Mi(Rk, L)\M,(R*, L), such that 
Ki( Rk, L) < E +& tk, z:, + g;( tk, Zk). (2.20) 
It is easy to see that we can find ik E M,(R’, L), such that 
llik - zk() = 112; - z;l\ < R” - Rk. 
Then, by (A4) and (2.20), we obtain 
K,(Rk, L) < E + fi( tk, 2;) + d,( tk, i”) + 20(R” - Rk) 
< K,( R”, L) + E + 204 R” - Rk). 
Since Rk + R” and E > 0 is arbitrary, we obtain 
Ki(Ro, L) 6 K,(R’ + 0, L) = :-ma Ki(Rk, L) d Ki(Ro, L). 
Thus, the upper semi-continuity of KJR, L) in R follows. The upper semi- 
continuity of K,(R, L) in L can be proved similarly. fi 
Next, for each i E Z, we define 
Ri(5 L) 4 sup(RdO(K;(R, L)> -A} 
= sup{R>Ol sup m, Zi) + $?,(A z)l b -A}, 
I3 0, II4 3 R, llr,ll 6L.1 # i
(2.21) 
where, we take the convention sup C#J & 0. It is clear that Ri(l, L) is non- 
decreasing in A and in L. Also, if (AS) holds, then R,(A, L) is finite for any 
2 < 8, L 2 0. These functions will play an important role in the sequel. 
Hence, let us study some properties of these functions. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let (A4) and (A5) hold. Then, for each iE Z, Ri(l, L) 
is right-continuous in A < 8 and in L 2 0. 
Proof Let Ak < 0, ik 1 %,. Since R,(1, L) is nondecreasing in 2, one has 
that {R,(%k, L)jFzl is a nondecreasing sequence and 
lim Ri(Rk, L) = Ri(Ao + 0, L) 3 R,(1,, L). (2.22) 
k-x; 
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Then, by (2.21), the definition of Ri(L, L), we see that for any k, there exists 
an Rk~ (Ri(Ak, L) - l/k, R,(A,, L)], such that 
Ki(Rk, L) 2 -A,. (2.23) 
By (2.22), one has that Rk + Ri(& + 0, L). Thus, by Proposition 2.2, we 
have that (note (2.23) and Ak 1 A,) 
K,(R;(& + 0, L), L) > lim Ki(Rk> L) 2 -&. (2.24) 
kAcc 
Then, by (2.21) again, we obtain 
R,(& + 0, L) < Rj(&, L). 
Combining this with (2.22), we get the right-continuity of R,(3., L) in A. The 
proof of the right continuity of Ri(A, L) in L is simlilar. 1 
PROPOSITION 2.4. For any A < 0, L > 0, R,(A, L) = 0, iff for any R > 0, 
K,(R, L) < --A. In particular, Ri(O, L) =O, iff K,(R, L) ~0, VR>O and 
Ri(l, 0) = 0, iff K,(R, 0) < -A, VR > 0. 
The proof is immediate. 
The next proposition gives the relationship between functions K,(R, L) 
and Ri(A, L). 
PROPOSITION 2.5. For each iE I and any E, < 8, L Z 0, 
K,(R,(%, L) + 0, L) d --A ,< K,(R,(;(, L) - 0, L). 
In particular, if (A4) holds, then 
Kl(Ri(A, L), L) 3 -A. 
Moreover, if K,(R, L) is continuous at R = Ri(A, L), then 
K,(R,(A, L), L) = -1. 
Proof: By (2.21), for any R > Rj(l, L), 
K,(R, L) < -%. 
(2.25) 
(2.26) 
(2.27) 
Also, there exists a sequence { Rk} with Rk t Ri(A, L), such that 
Kj(Rk, L) 2 -1. 
Hence, (2.25) follows. The rest of the conclusion is clear. 1 
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PROPOSITION 2.6. Let hi: [0, co)+ [0, co). Then,for A<@ L30, 
(i) R,(R, L) <h;(L) implies Ki(hj(L), L) < -A, 
(ii) K,(hi(L), L) < -2. implies R;(l, L) < hi(L). 
The proof is straighforward. 
COROLLARY 2.7. Suppose (A5’) holds. Then, for each ie I and large 
enough L, 
Ri(O, L) 6 a;(L). (2.28) 
Proof. By (A5’), we see that for sufliciently large L, 
Ki("i(L), L) = SUP(fifi(t7 Z;) + gitr, 7-1 I lIZill > Oi(L), llZ,ll G L j# i, t > 01 < 0. 
Then, (2.28) follows from (ii) of Proposition 2.6. 1 
COROLLARY 2.8. Suppose there exists a Zi >/ 0, such that 
SUp{fj(t, Zi)+ gi(t, Z) ( l(Zjll >Zi, ZjE [w”‘, j#i, t20) CO. 
Then, 
w-4 L) d z,, VL>O. 
Proof Take oi(L) - Zi in Corollary 2.7. 1 
3. ULTIMATE STABILIZABILITY 
(2.29) 
(2.30) 
In this section, we will introduce and discuss the ultimate stabilizability 
of our large-scale system S = { Sj ( i E I} given in Section 1. Let us first give 
some definitions. We denote 
%[O, co) = (u: [0, co) + UJ u is measurable}, 
V[O, 00) = (u: [0, co) + I’] u is measurable), 
%[O, cc) = {z: [0, co) --+ R”) z is absolutely continuous}. 
Similarly, we can define %Yi[O, a), <[O, co), and !.F;[O, m) for i E I. It is 
clear that 
Z[O, co) = n E.i?;[O, co). 
rer 
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DEFINITION 3.1. Suppose S = (Sj 1 i E I} is a given large-scale system as 
in Section 1. A feedback strategy F for S is a map from %?‘[O, co) to 
@CO, co), such that for any 120, z(.), i()~9[0, co), 
F(z(.))(s)=F(i(.))(s), a.e. SE [0, t], (3.1) 
whenever 
z(s) = i(s), VSE [O, t]. (3.2) 
Furthermore, if F(z( .)) can be written as 
F(z(.))= (F,(z,(.)), . . . . F,dz,v(.))h (3.3) 
where Fi: F,: 9j[0, co) -P @,[O, co), iE Z, then F is called a local feedback 
strategy for S. 
Roughly speaking, the above means that when we choose the value 
F(z( .))(t) of F(z( .))( .) at time t, only the information {z(s) (0 <s < t) is 
used. In the case that F is local, the ith block of F(z( .)) only depends on 
zi( .). The above definition is a modification of the relevant definition in 
[lo]. We denote 9(9J to be the set of all (local) feedback strategies for 
S. By the trajectory z( .) of S corresponding to F, u( .) E V[O, co), z. E KY, 
we mean that there exists a u( .) E @[Co, co), such that z( .) is the trajectory 
of S corresponding to u( . ) and o( . ) with z(0) = z0 and 
u(t)=F(z(.))(t), a.e. t>O. (3.4) 
DEFINITION 3.2. The large-scale system S = (S,l ie Z} is said to be 
ultimately stabilizable, if there exist an FEN and a constant 4~ 0, such 
that the following properties hold. 
(i) Existence of global solutions: For any v( .) E V[O, co), z0 E Iw”, 
there exists a unique solution z( .) E %[O, CC ) of S corresponding to F, u( .) 
and zO. 
(ii) Uniform ultimate boundedness: For any d> 4, r > 0, there exists 
a T(L?, r) 3 0, such that any solution z( .) of S obtained in (i) satisfies the 
following: 
Vt 3 T(d, r). (3.5) 
(iii) Uniform stability: For any a>_d, there exists a 6(d) >O, such 
that any solution z( .) of S obtained in (i) satisfies 
llzoll d s(d) * Ilz(t)ll <<d vt 2 0. (3.6) 
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If, as above, we can choose FE &, then S is said to be L-ultimately 
stabilizable. 
The above definition is essentially the same as the definition of global 
practical stabilizability given in [4] (see, Remark 3.11 below). It is clear 
that L-ultimate stabilizability implies ultimate stabilizability. Also, (3.5) 
and (3.6) can be replaced by (zO = (z&, . . . . ~j&)~) 
llziOll d r, * Ilzi(f)ll d di7 Vt 3 Ti(di, r,), iE Z, (3.5’) 
l/zKJ/I G 6i(dJ G- llzi(t)ll d di9 Vt>O, iEI, (3.6’) 
where ri, d, > d,, hi, T, are the replacement of r, d> @, 6, T with obvious 
meaning. The following lemma is fundamental. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let (Al)-(A4) hold. Let Z~EW be gioen and let {&h}rzO, 
{ T;}F=, be sequences of positive numbers, such that 
0 = Tb < T; < . . , lim Tb= +GC, i E I. (3.7) k’3C 
Then, there exists an FE gL, such that for any u( .) E V[O, oo), there exists a 
unique trajectory z( .) of S corresponding to F, u( .), and zO, such that for 
each ic I, k>O, 
$ @)i(f, z,(t)) d;i(t, z;(t)) +s,tt, --(t)) +Eh, a.e. tE [Ti, Tk+,). (3.8) 
This is essentially the same as Theorem 4.1 of [9]. See [9] for the proof. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let (Al)-(A5) hold. Let 0 -C 2 < t3 and L>,O be such that 
B;(R;(A L)) < dL), i E I. (3.9) 
Then, there exists an FE &, such that for any u( ) E Y [0, CC ), the trajec- 
tory z( .) of S corresponding to F and u( .) with the initial condition 
l/zi(o)ll G Ri(J”, L), iE I, (3.10) 
satisfies 
Ilz,(t)ll d ~1;’ 0 P;(R,(A, L)), iEZ, Vt>O. (3.11) 
Proof. By (2.9) and (3.9), we see that 
L > ~,‘i ’ 0 Pi(Ri(l, L)) > Ri(A, L), i E I. (3.12) 
We prove our conclusion by contradiction. Suppose (3.11) is not true. 
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Without loss of generality, we may assume that there exist 0 d to < t, , such 
that the following hold (note (3.12)): 
Ilz,(t,)ll >a,’ oB~(RI(A L)) 3 R,(A L), (3.13) 
Ilz,(to)ll = R,(A L)t (3.14) 
Ilzl(t)ll ’ R,(A LL fE(b, t,l, (3.15) 
lIzi(t d L te [0, t,], i# 1. (3.16) 
Then, we choose FE FL as in Lemma 3.3, with E; = 1112 >0, for all k 2 0. 
Then, we integrate (3.8). Noting (2.9), the definition of R,(& L), and 
(3.15)-(3.16), one obtains 
< B,(llz,(h,)ll) = P,(R,(A L)). (3.17) 
Hence, 
Ilz,(t)ll <~,‘~B~(RI(A L)), 
which contradicts (3.13). We complete the proof. m 
One of the main results of this paper is the following 
THEOREM 3.5. Let (Al)-(A5) hold. Let the following hold: 
lim ai - ’ 0 Bi(Ri(O, L)) < 1 3 iE Z. L-m B;104(L) 
(3.18) 
Then, the system S is L-ultimately stabilizable. 
ProoJ: Define 
t & SU~{L~OOJ~,~‘~~~(R~(O, L))>fi;’ ocrj(L), iel}, (3.19) 
where we again take the convention sup 4 & 0. By (3.18), we see that t is 
finite. Since Rj(A, L) is right-continuous (by Proposition 2.3) and non- 
decreasing in A and in L, it is upper-semicontinuous in (I., L). Thus, by 
(3.19), we see that 
~~~~,‘~Pi~a;‘~~,(Ri(O,i))=i. (3.20) 
Then, for any ri > 0, we let L, 2 0 be such that 
L, 3 p;’ 0 a,(L,) > ri, i E I. (3.21) 
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We assume L, >i (the other case is simpler). Then, by (3.19) and 
Proposition 2.3, we see that for this L,, there exists a A, E (0, e), such that 
Ll”v’cB,~cl 38,(Ri(i,, L,))>R,(l,, L,), i e I. (3.22) 
Then we define 
(3.23) 
and define the values of F(z( .)) of FE FL on [0, fr] as in Lemma 3.3 with 
a’, = A,/2 > 0, T, = F,. Then, we claim that for any u( .)E V”[O, co), the 
trajectory z( .) of S corresponding to F and u( .) with intitial condition 
lIZi(O ~r<Btp’o~i(L*)y i E I, (3.24) 
satisfies 
llzi(t)ll d Ll, iEZ, tE [IO, T,]. (3.25) 
The proof is almost the same as that of Lemma 3.4. Next, we claim that for 
each i E I, there exists a ti < f,, such that 
Ils,(t;)ll G Ml,, L,). (3.26) 
Suppose our claim is not true. Then, we have some i E Z, such that 
IIz,(t)II >Ri(J*,, L,), tE [O, T;]. (3.27) 
Then, by (3.23)-(3.25), similar to (3.17) we have that 
ai~llzi~~,~.l~~Bi~l:zi~o~ll~-~ c 
< ui(Ri(J, 9 LI 1). (3.28) 
Since ui is (strictly) increasing, the above gives a contradiction to (3.27). 
Thus, (3.26) holds. Then, by Lemma 3.4, one has 
Ilz,(f)ll dq’oP,(R;O~,, L,))<L,, te [ti, F1], iEZ. (3.29) 
Then, we define 
L,=+[L, +ry; a;‘~~;~~,~‘~Pi(Ri(ni, L,))]. 
By (3.22), we see that 
L,>L,>cc,~‘~piocr,~‘oBi(Ri(~,,L,)), i E I. 
(3.30) 
(3.31) 
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Let US assume L, > i (the other case is simpler). Then, we replace ri by 
~,~‘~~i(R~(~r, L,)), ~~(0) by zi(FI), and L, by L,, and repeat the above 
procedure. By induction, we have sequences { Lk}, {Ak}, { fk}, { tk} satisfy- 
ing the following (we assume Lk > L for k > 1, the other case is simpler): 
ik 10, (3.32) 
Lk>tl,~‘.aj~~i-‘~,(R,(~k, Lk)), ieI, k> 1, (3.33) 
fk = i y; ; Cai(L,)-cri(Ri(A,, L ))l, ka 1, (3.34) 
,=I J 
L k+I=t[Lk+maxcr,-lo~,~a;-‘~Pi(Ri(l,, Lk))J, k 2 1, (3.35) 
ICI 
lIzi(t 6Lk3 fE CFk -I, fLJ k>l,(FobO),ieI (3.36) 
lIzi(t G ~i(&, Lk), t: E c G 1, fkl> k> 1, iEI. (3.37) 
Ilzi(f)ll dcc; ‘B~t~i(~k~ Lk))~ tE Lti, fkl, k3 1, iel. (3.38) 
From (3.33) and (3.35), we see that Lk is decreasing and hence, L, 1 L” 3 2. 
Then, by Proposition 2.3 and (3.35), we obtain 
z = “I’,/x “,T ’0 /I, 0 a,- 1 @ p;(&(O, Z)). (3.39) 
Hence, by (3.19), one has 
z=t. 
Now, let CJ > 0 be fixed. We define 
_d=L+a. 
Then, we can define 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
k=min{k> 1 IL,<d}. (3.42) 
The values of the local feedback strategy F(z( .)) are then defined as in 
Lemma 3.3 with 
1, l<k<k-1, 
-, 
6’ 2 
k 
= 
1* 
-3 
2 
k 2 I;, 
(3.43) 
(3.44) 
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where, I>* E (0, e), satisfying (note II> i) 
(3.45) 
From (3.35) and (3.42) we see that for each in Z, 
B,-’ n%(d) I=- 
a,m’nflz(Ri(~“&-l, L&-1))? I;> 1, 
%,7’ 3 Bl(riL If= 1. 
(3.46) 
Hence, noting (3.38) and applying the proof of (3.25), we obtain 
Ilzi(tU d 4 Vt2 T&- L, ic I. (3.47) 
Clearly, Tl only depends on vi> 0. Also, we see that the case for some 
k b 1, L, < i is contained in the above proof. Hence, under F, S is 
uniformly ultimately bounded. Finally, let us take 
Then, by the above argument, we see that under F, if 
lIZi(O 6 6, i E I, (3.49) 
then 
lIzi(t d d Vt>O, iel. (3.50) 
Thus, S is also uniformly stable and by Definition 3.2, the system S is 
L-ultimately stabilizable. m 
Remark 3.6. From the proof of above theorem, we see that the local 
feedback strategy F which ultimately stabilizes S can be constructed in the 
following explicit way: For any z( .) E ZZ[O, co), let 
L, ’ 7:; IlZi(ON. (3.51) 
Then, generate the (finite) sequences {L,}f-,, {Ak}fzi, (Fk;r)i:f 
according to (3.32)(3.35). Then, define the value F(z( .))(t) of F(z( .)) as in 
Lemma 3.3 with { Ti}, {&;I} g iven in (3.43) and (3.44). We should note that 
it is necessary to define d as in (3.41) with G > 0 in order that the F we get 
is independent of d> d (see Definition 3.2) and uniform in llz,,ll d r. For 
further discussion, see Remark 4.3. 
From the proof of Theorem 3.5, we see that condition (3.18) plays a 
crucial role. Let us make some observations on this condition. 
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PROPOSITION 3.7. Zf (3.18) holds, then 
lim K,(L, L) < 0, i E I. 
L-nr 
Proof: By (2.9), we know that 
Hence, (3.18) implies that for L large, 
R,(O, L) -=c L, i E I. 
(3.52) 
(3.53) 
(3.54) 
Then, by (i) of Proposition 2.6, we get (3.52). 1 
Explicitly, (3.52) means that 
fjtt, zi) + giCt, z, < O7 i E I, (3.55) 
for llzijl 2 L, llzill <L, j# i, with L large. This is some kind of dominance of 
f, over S,. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let (A5’) hold with 
7 “;’ ’ BiCaitL)) < 1 
!‘f”, p,‘otq(L) ’ 
i E I. (3.56) 
Then, (3.18) holds. In particular, (3.18) holds if a,(L) is bounded for each i. 
Proof. By Corollary 2.7, one has 
lim “1’ ’ fii(Ri(O, L)) < lim ai’ o fij(fJi(L)) < 1. 
L-~ j?-‘~ai(L) 
\ L+~ b;‘oai(L) 
, 
From this lemma and Theorem 3.5, we can state the following 
THEOREM 3.9. Let (Al)-(A4) and (A5’) hold. Let (3.56) hold. Then, the 
system S is L-ultimately stabilizable. 
Next, let us consider the situation under assumption (A5”). We let 
g(Z) = f Pigit lIzill )3 
i-l 
8Cz) = f PiSi(llzilI ). 
i=l 
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Then, for any z E R”, let 
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We have 
G(z) d Pq”i~(llz~~ll 12 (y$ Picci)(llziJ 1 
2 (min mJ(max lIzill) = ($r ~i~i)(ll~ll ) 6 ~(llzll). (3.57) 
iczl rel 
On the other hand, 
Btz) d 2 PiBIt llzll 1 p B( llzlI 1. 
i= 1 
(3.58) 
Thus, we obtain that 
~~Il~lI~~~~~,~~~B~ll~ll~, V(t, z) E [O, 00) x R”. (3.59) 
Then, by the similar (and simpler) arguments used in the proof of 
Theorem 3.5 (or see [9]), we can prove the following 
THEOREM 3.10. Let (Al)-(A4) and (A5”) hold. ‘Then, the system S is 
L-ultimately stabilizable. 
We note that due to the global structural condition (A5”), we can obtain 
the L-ultimate stabilizability of the system S without condition (3.18) or 
(3.56). 
Remark 3.11. Under our assumptions (Al)-(A3), the existence of 
global solution of (2.6) is automatic. Also, under these conditions, the 
uniform ultimate boundedness of the trajectories implies the uniform boun- 
dedness of the trajectories. Hence, our definition of ultimate stabilizability 
is a little more brief than the relevant notion given in [4]. Also, we should 
note that the definition of practical stability given in [4] is different from 
that given in [2, 71. The latter is related to the notions we will discuss in 
the next section. 
4. ASYMPTOTIC STABILIZABILITY 
In this section, we are going to discuss the asymptotic stabilizability of 
the system S under local feedback strategies. Let us first give the following 
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THEOREM 4.4. Let (Al)-(A5) hold. Let the,following hold: 
a’;’ ’ pj(Rf(O, L)) < fl;’ ’ ai( VL>O, iEZ. 
Then, the system S is GASLF. 
ProojI By (4.4) we see that (cf. (3.19)) 
L = 0. (4.5) 
Let { CT~}~=, be a sequence with (T, JO. Then, for any z0 E KY’, by the proof 
of Theorem 3.5, we can find a sequence { Tm}:= 1 depending on z0 with 
Trn+ccj and an FE&, where the definition of F(z( .))(t) for 
tE [T-l, T”] depends on z( T”- ‘)( To 4 0), such that 
llzi(t)l( <i+“m=om~ t>,T”, iEI,m>,l. (4.6) 
Then, our conclusion follows. 1 
Now, let us consider the local stabilizability of the system by (local 
feedback strategies. Let us define 
hi(z) = s”P(.ff(t, zj) + gi(l, z)), i E I. 
(20 
b(z) 
H(z)= ; 
t i 
:lR”+lRN. 
&v(z) 
xx= {y=(y,, . ..) y,)ER”Iy,<O,i~Z} 
Then, for rl , . . . . rN > 0, we define 
Jlr(r,, . . . . rN)= {zER”I (/zi/( <ri, iEI}, 
N(r) = M(r, . . . . r) z (z E II%” 1(jz/( =yf; (/z;/( d r}. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let (Al)-(A4) hold. Let 
g,(b 0, 0) = 0, V(t,u)E [0, 00)x V, iEZ. 
Suppose for some r > 0, 
N(r)\(O) c H-‘(X). 
Then, the system S is LASLF. 
(4.7) 
(4.8 
(4.9 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
(4.13) 
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Proof: We let 
Y(t, z) = f @Jt, z;). (4.14) 
i= 1 
Then, similar to the proof of (3.59) we have a( .), fl( .): [0, GO) -+ [0, GO), 
satisfying (2.7) and (2.8), such that 
4Ml) G vt5 z) G 8(ll4 1, V(t, 2) E [O, co) x PP. (4.15) 
Now, (4.13) tells us that (see (2.6)) 
sup inf sup 
i 
%, r)+go, z).f(t, 2, u, 0) 
r20 uGu L’Ev at I 
6 2 R;(z)<O, VzedV(r)\{O}. 
i= I 
Also, we see that there exists a g > 0, such that 
sup 2 &(x)= -EI<o. 
llill = I j= , 
(4.16) 
(4.17) 
Hence, we can define, for d E [0,8], 
W(;;r)=supiRt[O,rlj~~~~~~~,i;i(z)B-i). (4.18) 
Similar to Propositions 2.3 and 2.4, we can prove that 8(L; r) is right- 
continuous in II and 
R(0, r) = 0. 
Then, by (2.1) and (4.12), one has 
I?(%, r) > 0, V% E (0, Q. 
(4.19) 
(4.20) 
By the arguments we used in [9], we can prove that 
Jlr(RJ; r)) = J&(S), vi E (0, 8). 
Note (4.20): our conclusion follows. a 
Combining Theorems 4.4 and 4.5, we can prove the following 
(4.21) 
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THEOREM 4.6. Let (Al)-(A5) hold. Let (3.18) hold and L be defined as 
in (3.19). Also, we assume (4.12) holds and 
A’“(t)\{O} c H- ‘(X). (4.22) 
Then, the system S is GASLF. 
Proof. First of all, by (4.22), we see that there exist 0, g>O, such that 
N(i + o)\(O) c H-‘(X), (4.23) 
sup f &(z)= -8. 
Il~II=i+o r=, 
(4.24) 
Then, by the proof of Theorem 3.5, we see that for any Z~E KY’, there 
exists an FEN& under which, for any u( .) E V[O, co), the corresponding 
trajectory z( .) of S satisfies 
Recall (3.44) and (3.45), without loss of generality, we may assume that 
O<A*<min{& EJ}. (4.26) 
Then, similar to the proof of (3.26), we may conclude that there exists a 
T> Tk-, , such that 
IIZi( T:)II d IQ/i*; i + a), iE 1. (4.27) 
Then, we redefine F(z( .)) on [p, co) as in the proof of Theorem 4.5 (or as 
in [9]). By (4.21), we complete the proof. 1 
5. AN EXAMPLE 
In this section, we present an illustrative example. 
Let the large-scale system S be given by 
Ul 22 
i,=-+v- 
1+ IZll l+ (zJ3’ 
u2 Zl 
i,=-+v- 
1+ 1221 1 + 1z*13’ 
(5.1) 
where z~,z~E[W, u~,u*E[-~, 11, VE[-1, 11. It is clear that (Al) and 
(A2) hold. Now, we take 
@,(C Zl)Z lz112, @2(t, z*) = lz212. (5.2) 
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Then, we can take 
cri(lzil)=Bi(lz*l)= lzi127 VZiE R, i= 1, 2. (5.3) 
We see that (A3) holds. Now, one has 
bil 
.A(6 Zi) = -2 1 + lz,/ 9 V(t, zi)E [0, Co) x R, i= 1, 2, 
g,(f,;)=*, Vl(t,z)~[O, m)xR2, i,j=l,2, i#j. (5.5) 
I 
It is clear that (A4) holds. Now we let 
cJ,(L)=R2(L)=$ VL30. (5.6) 
Then, we have, for i = 1,2, 
lim sup 
L-K I=,l~U,(L),(=,(~L.J#i 
(5.7) 
Hence, (A5’) holds. Also, by (5.3) and (5.6), we see that (3.56) holds and so 
does (3.18) by Lemma 3.8. Therefore, Theorem 3.9 applies. Actually, by 
(5.3), (5.6), and (2.28), we see that (4.4) holds. Hence, Theorem 4.4 also 
applies. 
The interesting point of thi example is that (A5”) does not hold. In fact, 
for any pl,p2>0, 
WL, IZll = ---~ = 1 + lz,l 2P2b21 I PI IZ,Z2~ I P2bIZ21 1 + 1221 1 +m. + IZII 1+12213 (5.8) 
(To see this, we take a sequence {z= (k, k3)1 k= 1, 2, . ..}.) This illustrates, 
more or less, the significance of our main results. 
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